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$0. INTRODUCTION 
LET M be a compact manifold of negative curvature. In [7], R. Spatzier studies the ergodic 
theoretic properties of the action of xl(M) on the geometric boundary of the universal cover 
@ of M. One of the results he proves is that this action is amenable [lo, Definition 4.3.1, 
p. 781 with respect to the standard measure class on the boundary. Eventually, Spatzier and 
R. Zimmer [8, Theorem 3.1, p. 5951 proved amenability with respect to any quasi-invariant 
measure. In this paper, we extend this result: In Theorem 5.1, we prove amenability for the 
boundary action of any hyperbolic group [3, Chapitre 8, pp. 135-1631. (We should point 
out that [S, Theorem 3.1, p. 5951 actually applies to the boundary action of any discrete 
group of isometries of a Hadamard manifold with sectional curvature pinched between two 
negative constants. Thus Theorem 5.1 is a generalization of a special case of [S, Theorem 
3.1, p. 5951.) 
THEOREM 5.1. Let r denote a hyperbolic group [3, Dejnition 2.3, p. 281, jx a finite 
generating set for r and let al- denote the boundary of the Cayley graph [3, Definition 7.5, 
p. 1201. Let p denote anyjnite Bore1 measure on X and assume that p is quasi-invariant under 
the action ofr on X. Then the action ofr on (X, p) is amenable [lo, Definition 4.3.1, p. 781. 
We also give an application of this result. A group is almost simple if every normal 
subgroup is finite. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let G be a connected, almost simple Lie group with R-rank(G) 2 2. Let 
M be a compact maniJold and suppose there is a real analytic action of G on M preserving 
a real analytic connection and afinite measure. Then x1(M) is not isomorphic to a subgroup of 
a hyperbolic group. 
Many of Zimmer’s rigidity results are based on amenability of boundary actions, so 
there should be a number of applications of Theorem 5.1. We plan to demonstrate at least 
one of these in a future paper [l]. 
In another contex, A. Nevo has obtained a boundary amenability result. He axiomatizes 
the Iwasawa decomposition G = KP of a semisimple Lie group, then studies actions of 
discrete subgroups on G/P. This work is not yet written up, however. 
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Another boundary amenability result is due to G. Kuhn and T. Steger [6, Theorem A in 
the Appendix: Boundary representations of F are weakly contained in the regular repres- 
entation]. See especially the remarks following the proof of Theorem A in that appendix. 
In $1, we set up some notation that will be global to the whole paper. 
In $2, we prove a result (Lemma 2.1) about the rate of convergence of two asymptotic 
geodesics. We also prove polynomial growth of horospheres (Corollary 2.6). 
In 93, we consider horospherical shells about a geodesic segment. We will mainly be 
considering shells with (relatively) small radius and large length, so we call them “cylinders”, 
We show that polynomial growth of horospheres implies polynomial growth of cylinders 
(Proposition 3.1). We then use this polynomial growth to show (Proposition 3.8), roughly: 
Let x, y E I, let a E aI and let R be a large but fixed positive number. Then the cylinders of 
radius R and length T about the geodesics from x and y to a will probably have large 
overlap as T + co . The “probably” means that there may be a set of Rs of small density for 
which we are not able to prove this, but standard averaging procedures make this a moot 
point. 
In 94, by averaging over sufficiently large cylinders, using the results on overlap of 
cylinders, we find a sequence of invariant sections over I x aI whose dependence on the 
first coordinate (the coordinate in I) is becoming smaller and smaller; by passing to 
a subsequence and taking a limit, we obtain an invariant section over I x aI which is 
essentially a function of ar. 
In §5, we prove Theorem 5.1; it is more or less a triviality given the work of $4. 
In $6, we set up the machinery for a clever trick due to R. Lyons (see [2, proofs of 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.21). For a hyperbolic group I, we develop a natural I-equivariant map 
which associates a finite subset of I to each 3-tuple of distinct elements of X. This map 
(denoted MS, for “min set”) is used in $7 to give an “easy” proof of Lemma 7.1. The 
procedure used here for defining the map MS was essentially suggested to me independently 
by C. Croke and P. Eberlein in the context of manifolds: one sums the Busemann functions 
of the three points, obtaining a proper function, then takes the set where this function 
attains its minimum. A similar map is indicated without details in [S, §8.2.K, p. 2151. 
Finally, in 97, we indicate that we may prove Theorem 7.3 in exactly the same way as 
Spatzier and Zimmer prove [S, Theorem A. p. 5911, except that we replace [8, Theorem 3.1, 
p. 5951 by Theorem 5.1 and [S, Lemma 2.6, p. 5941 by Lemma 7.1. 
$1. GLOBAL NOTATION 
The following notation will be used throughout the paper. 
Let N:= (0, 1,2, . . .}. 
If A and B are sets, then ALIB:= (A\B) u (B\A) denotes the symmetric difference of 
A and B. The notation C = A LIB means that A and B are disjoint and that C = A u B. 
If ye > 0, if F is a finite set and if P is a property of elements of F, then we will say “for 
q-a.e. f E F, f has property P” to mean I{ f E F If has property P} 1 2 (1 - YI) IF I. 
Fix for the entire paper: a numer 6 > 0, a finitely generated group I and a generating set 
S for r. 
Let d: r x r + N denote the distance function in the Cayley graph Cay(F, S) of I with 
respect to right translation by elements of S. For all x E I, for all integers R 2 0, we define 
B(x, R):= {y E Tld(x, y) I R}. For all x, y, z E I, let (xlz),: = (d(x, y) + d(y, z) - d(x, z))/2. 
We will assume for the entire paper that F is b-hyperbolic i.e., for all w, x, y, z E F, 
(xl& 2 min{( ~IY),, (YIz),) - 6. 
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We let aI denote the boundary of Cay(I, S), see [3, Definition 7.5, p. 1203. If h : N + I- is 
a geodesic with asymptote a E X and if x, y E I, then we define /I.(x, h) and B,,(x, y) as in 
[3, p. 135, 1.8 to I.-61. 
Let e denote the identity element of I. By [3, p. 120, l.-13 to l.-63: for every a E X, there 
is a geodesic ray from e to a. By elemenmtary Bore1 theory, there exists a Bore1 function 
geod: N x X + I such that: for every a E X, the function i~geod(i, a): N + I- is 
a geodesic ray from the identity element e E I to the point a. 
For all x E I, a E X, we define gX. : N + r by gXO(i) = X. geod(i, xp 1 a); then gxa : N + r 
is a geodesic ray from x to a. 
For all x E r, a E X, for all integers t 2 0, T r t, we define 
Geo(x, a, t, T):= (g,,(t), sX.(r + l), . . , g,,V)}. 
Choose c1 > 0 such that exp(322a6) < &. Let 
E’:= - 1 + exp(322a6), 
E”: = - ln(1 - 2s’), 
c:= ISI&“/a, 
m:= (l/a) In lS1. 
Let r be an integer satisfying r 2 exp(272aa). 
$2. HOROSPHERES AND CONVERGENCE OF ASYMPTOTIC GEODESICS 
For all u, w E I, a E X, we define 
Hor(v, W, a):= {U E rIpa(U, W) = pll(v, w)}. 
LEMMA 2.1. Fix a E X. Let g, h:N + r be geodesic rays such that g(i) + a and h(i) -P a 
as i + CC. Then there exists an integer t, 2 0 such that: for all z E r, for all integers i 2 to, 
there exists j E N such that the following three conditions hold: 
(1) Hor(g(i), z a) = Hor(h(j), z, a); 
(2) [i-j1 I t,,;und 
(3) d@(i), h(j)) I 2726. 
Proof Let y: = h(0). By [3, Proposition 7.2 (i) * (iv), p. 1171, there exist integers tI 2 0 
and t2 such that: for any integer i 2 tI, 
(4) d(g(i), h(i + t2)) I 166. 
Choose an integer t,, 2 max { t 1, 1 t2 I + 2566}. 
Fix z E I and an integer i 2 to. We wish to show, for some j E N, that (I), (2) and (3) hold. 
Let j’:= i + tl. Let u:= g(i) and u’:= h(j’). By (4), d(u, u’) 2 166, so, since /?,J ., z) is 
uniformly Lipschitz of norm one 
(5) IMu, 2) - P,Au’, z)l I 166. 
Since i 2 to 2 I tZI + 2566, 
(6) j’ = i + t2 2 2566. 
By [3, Proposition 8.2(iii), p. 1361, 
(7) IMY, 4 - Ba(u’, z) - P,(Y> tf)l I 2ooi3. 
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Let h’:N + I be defined by h’(k):= h(j’ + k); note that h’(0) = h(j’) = u’. By [3, Lemma 
8.1, p. 1353, 
(8) MY, 0’) - MY, h’)l I 406. 
It follows from the definition of /I. (. , h’) that /I.( y, h’) = j’, so, by (7), (8) and (6), we have 
/?,(y, z) - /I&‘, z) 2 /I,(y, o’) - 2006 r /&(y, h’) - 2406 =j’ - 2406 2 166. 
Then, by (5), 
(9) MY, 4 2 P&f> 4 + 166 2 Mu, 4. 
Let nk: = /I,(h(k), z), for all k E N and let n’: = j?,Ju, z). Note that, for all k E N, nk is an 
integer. Since h(0) = y, it follows from (9) that n, 2 n’. Furthermore, nk --) - co as k -+ GO .
Finally, as /I.(. , z) is uniformly Lipschitz of norm one, we have 1 nk + 1 - nk 1 < 1, for all k E N. 
We conclude that there exists j E N such that nj = n’, i.e., 
(10) P.(Mj), z) = D.(% z). 
Let u:= h(j). We must now verify (l), (2) and (3). 
Since u = g(i), (1) is a consequence of (10). 
By [3, Proposition 8.2(iii), p. 1361, 
(11) Mu’, 0) - P.(a’, z) + P&, z)l 5 200~. 
By (5) and (lo), we have IPa(u, z) - Pa(u), z)l i 166, so by (1 l), we have 
(12) I/3,$‘, u)I I 2166. 
Define h”: N + r by h”(k) = h(j + k). Note that h”(0) = h(j) = u. By [3, Lemma 8.1, p. 1351, 
(13) I/3&‘, u) - fin@‘, h”)l I 406. 
By definition of fi.( ., h”), we calculate p.(u’, h”) = j - j’. It therefore follows from (12) 
and (13) that 
(14) lj -j’l I 2566. 
Since to 2 I t2 I + 2566, and since j’ = i + t2, conclusion (2) follows from (14). 
It remains to verify conclusion (3), i.e., to prove that d((g(i), h(j)) I 2726. However, 
u = g(i), r = h(j), u’ = h(f), 
so (4) implies that d(u, u’ ) I 166, while (14) implies that d(u, u’) < 2566, so conclusion (3) is 
a consequence of the triangle inequality. n 
LEMMA 2.2 For all u, w E I-, for all a E X, for any$nite subset F G Hor(u, w, a), there 
exists a u E r such that: for all f E F, 
Id(u,f) - d(u,u)l I 806. 
Proof Let g: = SW.. By [3, Lemma 8.1, p. 1353: for all f e F, for all sufficiently large 
integers i, we have 
MsW,f) - i - ML 41 I 406. 
Also by [3, Lemma 8.1, p. 1351: for all sufficiently large integers i, we have 
Id(g(i), u) - i - /3Ju, w)l I 406. 
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Since F E Hor(u, w, a), we know, for all fe F, that j.(f; w) = fla(u, w), Therefore, as 
IFI < cc, there exists an integer i. such that: for all i 2 i,,, for allfe F, 
Id(s(i)J) - d(g(i), u)l I 806. 
We set a:= g(io). n 
COROLLARY 2.3. For all u, w E I-, for all a E X, for all x, y, z E Hor(u, w, a), 
d(x, z) I max{d(x, y), d(y, z)} + 3226. 
Proof Let F: = {x, y, z) and choose u E F as in Lemma 2.2. Then, by Lemma 2.2 and the 
definition of (. 1. ),,, we have: 
IWlv)u - 24u, 4 + 4x, y)l I 1604 
12(ylz),, - Wu, 4 + d(y, 41 I 1606, 
I~(x\z)~ - 2d(u, u) + d(x, z)l I 1606. 
Since I is b-hyperbolic, we have 
(xl& 2 min((xlyL (ylz),) - 6. 
Then 
d(x, z) I 2d(u, u) - 2(x jz), + 1606 
< max{2d(u, u) - 2(xly),, 2d(u, u) - 2(ylz),} + 1626 
< max{d(x, y), d(y, z)} + 3226. H 
Fix u, w E I, a E X and x, y E Hor(u, w, a). We define Kjwa(xr y): = exp(ctd(x, y)). For all 
integers n 2 1, we define 
Ch”,,,,,(x, y, n):= {(z,, . . . , z, ) E (Hor(u, w, a))“+‘[~ = zo, z, = y}. 
For all integers n 2 1, for all (zo, . . . , z,) E Ch,,,(x, y, n), we define 
Gwz(zo, . . . 9 Zn):= i Kjw,(Zi_ 1, Zi). 
i=l 
We define 
&,,(x, Y): = inf (inf{ Gdzor . . . , zJ(z~, . . . , 4 E CL&, Y, 4> ). 
ntl 
Fix u, w E I and a E X. Note that K,,, is not a distance function on Hor(u, w, a), since, 
for all x E Hor(u, w, a), we have K&x, x) = 1. However, K.,, satisfies the triangle inequal- 
ity, i.e., for all x, y, z E F, we have 
K&x, 4 I K.,,(x, Y) + K.,,(Y, 4. 
Further, K vwa is symmetric, i.e., for all x, y E I, we have 
K.&x, Y) = K.&Y, x). 
Finally, the function K uw(I depends only on Hor(u, w, a) in the following sense: If u’, w’, E I, if 
a’ E X and if Hor(u, w, a) = Hor(u’, w’ a’), then K,,, = K,,,.,. . 
Recall from $1 that a > 0 is chosen so that exp(322&) < &. Recall also that 
E’ = - 1 + exp(322ad). 
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COROLLARY 2.4. For all u, w E r, for all a E X, for all x, y E Hor(v, w, a), 
(1 - 2~‘Kt,dx, Y) I Ku,, (x, Y) i J&dxv Y). 
Proof: By multiplying the inequality in Corollary 2.3 by c1 and exponentiating we obtain 
K,‘,,(x, z) I(1 + s’)max{K,‘,,(x, YX Kkdy, .4>. 
We may now mimic the proof of [3, Proposition 7.10, p. 1241, to go from the “quasi- 
ultrametric inequality” above (cf. [3, p. 124, l.-131) to the desired conclusion. n 
For every U, w E r, a E X, for all x E Hor(u, w, a), for all integers R 2 1, we define 
HB,,,(x, R):= {Y E Hor(u, w 4IK.,,&, Y) I R}. 
The notation “HB” stands for “horospherical ball”; keep in mind however that, while 
K VW* is symmetric and satisfies the triangle inequality, it is not a distance metric. 
Recall from $1 that Geo(x a, t, T): = (g,,(t), g,..(t + l), , g,,(T)} and that 
B(x, R):= {y E rld(x, y) 4 R}, 
for all x E r, all a E 8r and all integers t 2 0, T r t, R 2 0. 
LEMMA 2.5. For all w E I-, for all a E al- for all integers t r 0, T 2 t, and R 2 1, for all 
u E Geo(x, a, t, T), 
Proof Let y E HB,,,(u, R). We wish to show that 
d (u, y) 5 b In 
By definition of HBvwa(tl, R), we have K&u, y) I R. By 
K If,,&, Y) I & 3 
so 
Corollary 2.4, we then have 
ad(u, y) = In K:,Ju, y) I In ____ 
1 - 2E9 
and the result follows on dividing by 2. 
Recall from $1 that S is a generating set for r. Recall also: 
E”:= - ln(1 
C: = ISl&“/n 
m:= (l/cr)ln 
COROLLARY 2.6. For all a E X, for all 
u E Geo(x. a, t, T), 
n 
- 2E’) 
SI. 
integers t 2 0, T 2 t, R 2 1, for all 
u HB,,,(u,R) I CR”. 
zsr 
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Proof: Let R’: = A In 
a 
0 HB,,,(u, RI E B(u, R’). 
zer 
Every vertex in the Cayley graph Cay(I7, S) has at most 1 SI neighbors, so 1 B (u, R’)I I I SIR’, 
so 
0 HL(u, W s IS IR’, 
ZEI- 
and it follows from the definitions of C and m that ISIR’ = CR”. n 
$3. OVERLAP OF CYLINDERS 
For every w E r, for every a E ar, for any integers t 2 0, T 2 t, R 2 1, we define 
CY@, a, 4 r, RI: = u HB,,,(u, R), 
“,I 
where the union is taken over all u E Geo(w, a, t, T) and over all z E I-. 
It is now easy to go from polynomial growth of horospheres (Corollary 2.6) to 
polynomial growth of cylinders. 
PROPOSITrON 3.1. For all w E r, for all a E dr, for all integers t 2 0, T 2 t, R 2 1, 
I Cyl(w, a, t, T, R)I I C(T - t + 1)R”. 
Proof: By definition of Cyl(w, a, t, T, R), 
Ic~lb, a, t, T, WI I 1 u HB,,,(u, R) , 
0 z 
where the sum is taken over all u E Geo(w, a, t, T) and where, for each u, the union is taken 
over all z E r. 
Since IGeo(w, a, t, T)j = T - t + 1, the result now follows from Corollary 2.6. n 
Recall from $1 that r is an integer satisfying r 2 exp(272a6). Recall also from $1 that 
a property of elements of a finite set is said to hold for “q-a.e.” element of the set if 
A/B 2 1 - q, where A is the number of elements for which the property holds and B is the 
cardinality of the set. 
LEMMA 3.2. For all q > 0, for all sufJiciently large R0 2 r + 1 we have: for every w E I-, 
for every a E X, for every integer T 2 0, for q-a.e. R E {r + 1, . . . , R,}, 
ICYW, a,@ T R)I 
<l+Y/. 
ICYW,~,O,T,R-~)I- 
ProoJ Fix q > 0. Recall from $1 the definitions of C and m. Choose an integer 
R,, 2 r + 1 such that (1 + q)q(Ro-r)‘r > CR;. 
Fix w E I-, Q E X. Fix an integer T 2 0. We will assume that there is a subset 
W c {r + 1,. . . , R) such that: 
(I) 14 > v(& - I); and 
112 
(2) for every R E W, 
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ICyUw, ato, T, R)I 
lCyl(w, a, 0, T, R - 41 
>1+q. 
We wish to obtain a contradiction. 
For all i~{l,..., r}, define Wi:= W n (i + rZ). Then W = Wi II. . . LIB!,, where II 
denotes disjoint union. It follows that, for some i,, E { 1, . . . , r}, we have l%?i,l 2 191/r. Let 
W’:= Wi,. Then 19’1 > q(RO - r)/r. 
Therefore, 
ICyUw a, 0, r, R,)I 
ICyk a, 0, T 111 2 J, ,g: “d 0gY’,l 9 9 7 > 
> (1 + r/)‘l” > (1 + q)“(Ro-‘)‘* > CR,“. 
Further, Cyl(w, a, 0, T, 1) 2 Geo(w, a, 0, T), so lCyl(w, a, 0, T, 1)l 2 T + 1. Combining this 
with the estimate above, we conclude that 
ICyUw, a, 0, T, WI > C(T + I)&‘, 
contradicting Proposition 3.1. H 
LEMMA 3.3. For all q > 0, for all integers R’ 2 1, t 2 0, there exists an integer T1 2 2t 
such that: for all w E r, for all a E X, for all integers T 2 T1, 
ICyUw a, 0, T WI < 1 + ~. 
ICyl(w, a, t, T - t, R’)I - 
Proof Fix ye > 0 and fix integers R’ 2 1, t 2 0. The result is obvious if t = 0, so we 
assume that t 2 1. 
Recall from 41 the definitions of C and m. Choose an integer T1 2 2t such that 
2Ct(R’)” I (T, - 2t + 1)~. Fix w E I, a E X and fix an integer T 2 T1. 
For all integers t’ 2 0, T’ 2 t’, let D,. r’:= Cyl(w, a, t’, T’, R’). We wish to show that 
lDoTl/lDrr-‘l I 1 + ‘I. 
Now 
D; = Db-’ u DT-’ u DT_ f T t+l’ 
By Proposition 3.1, we have 
I Db- 1 I 5 Ct(R’)“, ID;-t+ 1 I I Ct(R’)m. 
Further, D:-’ =, Cyl(w, a, t, T - t, 1) 2 Geo(w, a, t, T - t), so 
ID,‘-‘1 2 IGeo(w, a, t, T - t)I = T - 2t + 1 2 T, - 2t + 1. 
Combining these observations, 
ID:1 
IQ-11 ’ ’ + 
IS-‘1 + ID;-r+A < 1 + 2WR’Y’ < 1 + vl 
ID:-‘1 - T,-2t+l- ’ 
n 
LEMMA 3.4. For all 7 > 0, for all integers R0 2 r + 1, and t 2 0, there is an integer 
T,, 2 2t such that: for all R E {r + 1, . . . , R,}, for all w E I-, for all a E X, for all integers 
T2 T,, 
Icy&w a, 0, T, R - r)l < 1 + rl. 
ICyl(w, a, t, T - t, R - r)l - 
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Proof: Fix r] > 0. Fix integers R0 2 I + 1 and t 2 0. 
For each R E (r + 1, . . . , R,}, let R’:= R - r, choose Ti as in Lemma 3.3 and define 
N,:= T1. 
Now define To:= max{N,+,, . . . , NRo}. n 
LEMMA 3.5. For all ‘1 > O&or all suficiently large R0 2 r + 1,for all integers t 2 0, there 
exits an integer T, 2 2t satisfying: for all w E r, for all a E X, for all integers T 2 T,, for 
r]-a.e. R E {r + 1, . . . , R,}, 
ICYUW a, 0, T, WI 
lCyl(w, a, t, T - t, R - r)I 
I1 +3q. 
Proof: Fix r] > 0. We may assume that 4 I 1. Choose an integer R0 2 r + 1 as in 
Lemma 3.2. Fix an integer t 2 0. Choose an integer T, 2 2t as in Lemma 3.4. Fix w E r, 
a E X. Fix an integer T 2 To. 
By Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.4: for rl-a.e. R E {r + 1, . . , R,}, we have 
ICYW, a, 0, T R)I IWw, a, 0, T R - r)l < (1 + rl)(l + rl). 
ICyl(w,a,O,T,R-r)l’(Cyl(w,a,t,T-t,R-r)l- 
Now, q I 1, so q2 I q, so the last inequahty reduces to 
ICyUw, a, 0, T R)I 
lCyl(w, a, t, T - t, R - r)l 
I 1 + 2q + ‘12 I 1 + 31. n 
Recall from $1 that r is an integer satisfying r 2 exp(272&). 
LEMMA 3.5. For all x, y E I-, for all a E X, there exists an integer to 2 0 such that: for all 
integers t 2 to, T 2 2t, R 2 r + 1, 
Cyl(x, a, t, T - t, R - r) E Cyl(y, a, 0, T, R). 
Proof Fix x, y E r and a E X. Let g:= gXO and h: = gya (see $1, for definitions). Choose 
an integer t,, 2 0 as in Lemma 2.1. Fix integers t 2 to, T 2 2t and R 2 r + 1. Let 
w E Cyl(x, a, t, T - t, R - r). We wish to show that w E Cyl(y, a, 0, T, R). 
By definition of Cyl(x, a, t, T - t, R - r), there exists u E Geo(x, a, t, T - t) and z E r 
such that w E HB,,,(u, R - r). Then 
KU&, w) I R - r. 
By definition of Geo(x, a, t, T - t), there exists i E {t, . . . , T - t} such that u = g(i). 
Then i 2 t 2 t,,. so, by Lemma 2.1, there exists j E N such that 
(1) Hor(g(i), z, a) = HoMj), z, a); 
(2) Ii - jl I t,,; and 
(3) d(g(i), h(j)) I 2726. 
Since t I i I T - t and t,, I t, it follows from (2) that 0 I j I T. So 
u: = h(j) E Geo(y, a, 0, T), 
by definition of Geo(y, a, 0, T). Then, by definition of Cyl(y, a, 0, T, R), we see that 
HB,,,(a, R) c Cyl(y, a, 0, K R). 
It therefore suffices to prove that w E HB,,,(o, R). 
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By (l), H:= Hor(u, z, a) = Hor(v, z, a), so KU.. = K,,, . By (3) and the definition of r 
(see 9 I), 
K&U, V) I exp(272u6) 5 r. 
Now, K vz(t: H x H + R is symmetric and satisfies the triangle inequality, so 
K.&, w) I K,,&, u) + K...(u, 4 = K.,,(u, 4 + Kvr&, 4. 
Further, K&U, o) I r and K&u, w) = K&u, w) I R - r, so, from the estimate displayed 
above, we conclude that K,,,(u, w) I R. It now follows from the definition of HB,,,(u, R) 
that w F HB,,,(u, R), as desired. n 
COROLLARY 3.7. For all x, y E r, for all a E X, there exists an integer t 2 0 such that: for 
all integers T 2 2t, R 2 r + 1, 
Cyl(x, a, t, T - t, R - r) c Cyl(y, a, 0, T, R), 
and 
Cyl(y, a, t, T - t, R - r) c Cyl(x, a, 0, T, R). 
Proc$ Fix x, y E I- and a E X. Choose an integer to 2 0 as in Lemma 3.6. Choose an 
integer t, 2: 0 so that Lemma 3.6 becomes true with to replaced by tl and with x and 
y interchanged. Let t:== max{to, tl}. n 
The following is the main result of this section. Recall from $1 that n denotes symmetric 
difference of sets. 
PROPOSTION 3.8. For all q > 0, there is an integer R0 2 1 such that for all x, y E r, for ail 
a E X, there exists an integer To 2 0 such that: for all integers T 2 T,, for (31)-a.e. 
RE(~,...,&}, 
ICyUx, a,& T RI ACyUy, a, 0, T, @I 
lCyl(x, a, 0, T, R) n Cyl(y, a, 0, T, R)I ’ @. 
Proof: Fix q > 0. Recall from $1 the definition of the integer r. Choose an integer 
R0 2 r + 1 as in Lemma 3.5. Increasing R0 if necessary, we may assume that R0 2 r/q. Fix 
x, y E r and a E X. Choose an integer t 2 0 as in Corollary 3.7. Choose an integer T, 2 2t 
as in Lemma 3.5. Fix an integer T 2 T,,. For every R E {r + 1, . . . , R,}, define 
F,: = Cyl(x, a, 0, T, R), G,:= Cyl(y, u, 0, T, R). 
Since r/R0 I q, it suffices to show: for (2u])-a.e. R E {r + 1, . . , R,}, 
IFRAGRI < 61, 
IFRnGRI - 
For every R E {r + 1, . . . , R,}, define 
Fk: = Cyl(x, a, t, T - t, R - r), Gk: = Cyl(y, a, t, T - t, R - r). 
Then, for all R E {r + 1, . . . , Ro}, 
FL c FR, G; c GR. 
Substituting x for w, then y for w, into Lemma 3.5 we find, for (2r])-a.e.. 
R E (r + 1, _ . . , R,j, that both of the following estimates hold: 
~FRI 
ms 1 + 3% 
IGRI 
m s 1 + 3rl. 
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By Corollary 3.7, for all R E {I + 1, . . . , R0 ), 
F; E GR, G;c FR. 
Therefore, for (2v])-a.e. R E {r + 1, . . . , R,}, we find: 
$4. EXTENDING THE AFFINE SPACE AND AVERAGING SECTIONS 
Let E be a separable Banach space. Let E: denote the unit ball in E* with the weak-* 
topology. Let 11. II denote the norm in E*. Let Iso denote the group of iso- 
metric isomorphisms of E with the strong operator topology. Let Iso act on ET by 
(Ae*) (e) = e*(A - 'e). 
Give r the discrete Bore1 structure and give X the Bore1 structure generated by its 
topology. Give r counting measure. Let p be a r-quasi-invariant finite Bore1 measure 
on a-. 
Let o : r x X -+ Iso be a cocycle, i.e., assume 
(1) o is a Bore1 map; and 
(2) for all y, y’ E r, for p-a.e. a E X, we have w(y’, ya)o(y, a) = w(y’y, a). 
For every Q E X x ET, for all a E i3r, let 
Q.:= {e* E E:I(a, e*) E Q}. 
Let K E X’ x ET be an w-invariant affine field over X, i.e., assume 
(1) K is a Bore1 subset of X x ET; 
(2) for p-a.e. a E X, K, c E: is compact and convex; and 
(3) for all y E r, for p-a.e. a E X, we have w(y, a) K, = K,, . 
A map cr : r x X + E: is said to be an w-invariant section of K over r x X if: 
(1) (T is Borel; 
(2) for all x E r, for p-a.e. a E X, we have a(x, a) E K,; and 
(3) for all y E r, for p-a.e. a E X, we have w(y, a)$~, a) = a(yx, yu). 
An w-invariant section of K over r x X will be called stable if: for all x, y E r, for Cc-a.e. 
aEar, 
e, a) = C(Y, a). 
If E > 0 and if cr: I- x X + E: is an w-invariant section of K over r x al-, then we say that 
0 is E-stable if: for all x, y E r, for p-a.e. a E X, we have I/ 0(x, a) - a(y, a) II I E. 
Let Ly(T x X, E*) denote the closed unit ball about 0 in P(r x X, E*) with the 
weak-* topology coming from L’(T x X, E). For any Bore1 map r: r x X + E:, let [z] 
denote the corresponding element of L,“(T x X, E*). 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose E > 0 and let oO, cl, 02, . . . be a sequence of o-invariant sections of 
K over r x X. Suppose 0 is another w-invariant section of K over r x X and assume that 
[aT] --f [a], weak-* in L,“(T x X, E*) US T-+ 00. Assume, for every x, y E r, that, for p-a.e. 
a E X, there exists an integer T, 2 0 such that: for all integers T 2 T,,, 
Then 0 is E-stable. 
II ~74% 4 - a&, 4 II 2 E. 
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proof, leaving the functional analytic details to the interested 
O,leto;:TxrxX+E:bedefinedby 
&(x, Y, a) = a,(% a) - ady, a). 
Let 0’ : r x r x X + ET be defined by ~‘(x, y, a) = ~(x, a) - a(y, a). Then [a;] + [cJ’] 
weak-* in L”(T x r x Z, E *). By the Dominated Convergence Theorem, the integral of 
[o’] against any element of the closed unit ball about 0 in L’(r x r x Z, E) is I E. It 
follows that [a’] lies in the closed s-ball about 0 in Lm(r x r x X, E*). 
This means that CJ is s-stable. n 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose E > 0 and let oo, ol, 02, . . . be a sequence ofw-invariant sec- 
tions of K over r x X. Assume, for every x, y E r and a E X, that there exists an integer 
To 2 0 such that: for all integers T 2 To, 
II o*(x, 4 - MY, 4 II s 6. 
Then there exists an e-stable o-invariant section of K over r x X. 
Proof Again we leave the functional analytic details to the reader. 
By weak-* compactness of L,“(T x X, E*), we may pass to a subsequence and assume 
that there is a Bore1 map 0 : r x X + E: such that [ar] -+ [o], weak-* as T+ CC. 
Then CT is an o-invariant section of K over r x X, so, by Lemma 4.1, we are done.= 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose, for every E > 0 that there exists an E-stable o-invariant section 
of K over r x X. Then there exists a stable w-invariant section of K over r x X. 
Proof Let Ed, cl, . . . > 0 be a sequence which tends to 0. By assumption, for each 
integer T 2 0, there exists a &r-stable o-invariant section or of K over r x X. 
By weak-* compactness of LF(T x X, E*), we may pass to a subsequence and assume 
that there is a Bore1 map e: I- x X -+ E,* such that [ar] + [a], weak-* as T+ cc . 
Then cr is an w-invariant section of K over I- x X. For any E > 0, the sequence 
cJO,Cl, 62, . . . satisfies the condition of Lemma 4.1. Therefore, for any E > 0, o is s-stable. 
This implies that G is stable. n 
For any finite subset F E ET, we define 
avgF:=L If: 
IFI J~F 
LEMMA 4.4. There exists a stable w-invariant section of K over r x X. 
Proof Let E > 0. By Corollary 4.3, it suffices to find a c-stable w-invariant section of 
K over r x ar. 
By a standard Bore1 selection argument, there exists a Bore1 map p: dT’ + E: such that, 
for all a E X, we have p(a) E K,. Define 6: r x X + E: by 
a(z, a): = o(z, z- ’ a)p(z- 1 a). 
Then u is an o-invariant section of K over r x X. 
For all integers T 2 0, R 2 1, define 0: : r x X + ET by 
c$(z, a):= avg{a(w, a)lw E Cyl(z, a, 0, T, R)}; 
note that 0: is an w-invariant section of K over I’ x X. 
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Let q:= s/30. Choose R0 as in Proposition 3.8. 
For all integers T 2 0, define eT: I- x X + E: by 
eT(z, u):= avg{aF(z, a)lR E (1, . . . , Ro}}; 
note that eT is an o-invariant section of K over I x K. 
By Corollary 4.2, it suffices to show: for every x, y E I, for every a E X, there exists an 
integer To 2 0 such that, for all T 2 To, 
Il~T(X, 4 - GT(Y, 4 5 E. 
Fix x, y E I, a E K. Choose T,, as in Proposition 3.8. Fix T 2 T,. We wish to show that 
lI~T(X, 4 - aT(Y, 4 II 5 3Orl. 
For every R E (1, . . . , Ro), define 
F,:=Cyl(x,a,O,T,R), GR:=Cyl(y,a,O,T,R). 
By Proposition 3.8, there is a subset 9? E { 1, . . . , R,} such that 
(1) 19) 2 (1 - 31) Ro; and 
(2) for all RE%‘, we have IFRAG, I 6r]IFRnGRI. 
Let 9’: = { 1, . . . , R,} \B. Then 
R,, II n&x, a) - O&J, a) II I 1 II c$(x, a) - a;(~, a) II + c II 6th a) - d%‘, 4 11. 
REST! RE41 
By (l), [%?‘I 39-R,,. So, since 191 I R. and since, 
VRE%?l, II e%x, a) - &Y, a)ll S ll~RT(x, 411 + /l&Y, aIll 5 2, 
we conclude that 
It therefore suffices to show, for every R E 9, that 
II 43x, 4 - O%Y, 4 II I 24~. 
Fix R E 9. Let 
e*:= avg{a(w, U)[W E FR n CR}, 
f*:= avg{o(w, U)[W E FR} = c$(x, u), 
9 *:= avg{o(w, U)~W E CR} = c$(y, u). 
We wish to show that llf* - g* I/ I 24~. 
Let 
i:= IFR n GRI, j:= IFRL k:= IGRI. 
Then 
/I jj* - ie* /I = I/wEF,G c(W,U)ll 5 IFR\GRL 
II R 
and, since IIf* I/ I 1, 
llj.f* - if* II I lj - il = IFR\GRI, 
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so, adding these last two estimates and using the triangle inequality, we have 
11 ie* - if* II I 21FR\GRl I 21FR n GRI. 
As R E ~3, we conclude from (2) that 11 ie* - if* II I 2(6qlFR n G,]) = 12qi, so 
II e* -f* II I 12~. 
An argument similar to the one in the last paragraph shows that 
I/e* - g* ll I 12q. 
So Ilf* - g*ll 5 Ilf* - e*II + IIe* - g* Il I 12~ + 121 = 241, as desired. n 
5 5. AMENABILITY AT THE BOUNDARY: THE MAIN THEOREM 
We keep the notation of $1. 
THEOREM 5.1. The action of r on X is amenable with respet to any r-quasi-invariant 
Bore1 measure on al-. 
Proof Let p be a r-quasi-invariant Bore1 measure on X’. Let E be a separable Banach 
space, let o : r x CT -t E be a cocycle and let K s X x ET be an w-invariant affine field 
over r. 
By definition of amenability, we wish to find a map p : X -+ E: such that 
(1) p is Borel; 
(2) for p-a.e. a E X, p(a) E K,; and 
(3) for all y E I, for p-a.e. a E X, we have w(y, a)p(a) = &a). 
However, by Lemma 4.4, there is a stable o-invariant section u of K over r x X. Define 
p : X + E: by p(a): = a(e, a), where e denotes the identity of the group I. Then (1) and (2) 
follow from the definition of an o-invariant section. 
Since g is stable and w-invariant, we conclude: for all y E I, for p-a.e. a E X, we have 
O(Y, a)&) = m(y, Me, a) = 0, ra) = a(e, ra) = p(ya), 
verifying (3). n 
56. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MIN SET MAP 
Let e denote the identity element of I. Recall from $1 that, for all x, y, z E r, we have 
defined (x~z)~:= (d(x, y) + d(y, z) - d(x, z))/2. For all x, y E I, define (xly):= (~ly)~. 
Ifx1,x*,. . . E r, then the notation xi + co (hyp) means that (Xi1 Xj) --) CO as i, j + CO .
By contrast, the notation Xi + cc (top) means: for every finite subset F c r, we have 
I{ilxiEF}l< CO. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let x1, x2, . . . -+ co (top) and let ME R. Then, after passing to a sub- 
sequence, (x1 jxi) 2 M, for all i. 
Proof Assume not. Passing to a tail, we may assume (XilXi) = d(xi, e) 2 M, for all i. 
After passing to a subsequence keeping xi, we have (xi lxi) < M, for all i > 1. After passing 
to a subsequence keeping xi, x2, we have (~~1 Xi) < M, for all i > 2. Continuing and Cantor 
diagonalizing, we may assume that (XilXj) < M whenever i < j. 
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For each i, let gi denote a geodesic from e to xi. Since Br(e, M) is finite, there must exist 
positive integers iO,jO such that i. <j, and such that 
!Jio(O) = Sjo(O), Sio(l) = Sjo(lL . . . 7 giOC”) = gj,(W. 
Let y:= gi,,(M ) = gj,(M), and let 
t: = d(Y, xio), lL:= d(_V, Xjo), V:= d(Xi,, Xj~) 
Then v I t + U, d(e, Xi,,) = M + t and d (e, Xj,) = M + u. Therefore 
2(Xi,lXj,) = (A4 + t) + (A4 + U) - V 2 2M, 
a contradiction. n 
PROPOSITION 6.2. If x1, x2, . . --+ cc (top), then, after passing to a subsequence, there 
exists a E X such that Xi --t a as i -+ 00. 
Proof: By Lemma 6.1, after a subsequence, we have (x1 [xi) 2 1, for all i 2 1. By Lemma 
6.1, after a subsequence keeping xi, we have (x21xi) 2 2, for all i 2 2. Continuing and 
Cantor diagonalizing, we may assume that (xilxj) +a3 asi,j+co.By[3,p.120,1.+6to 
1. + 133, we are done. n 
Assumex,,x, ,... EI,y,,y, ,... Er,xi~aEarandyi~bEar.If(xiIYj)-‘Oo,then 
it follows [3, p. 120, 1. + 6 to 1. + 131 that a = b. The contrapositive of this assertion can be 
strengthened: 
LEMMA 6.3. Assume that x1, x2, . . E r, y,, y2, . . E I-, Xi -+ a E dr and yi + b E X. 
Assume that a # b. Then there exists M E R such that (Xi1 yj) I M,for all positive integers i, j. 
Proof Assume to the contrary that there exist sequences ii, i,, . . . and jr, j,, . . . of 
positive integers such that (xi,1 yj,) -+ a as k + a3. We wish to obtain a contradiction. 
Either ik + 00 or j, + co, for otherwise we could replace both il, i2, . . and jr, j,, . . . 
by constant subsequences and (xir( yj,) + cc would be impossible. We will assume that 
jk + Co. Replacing ~1, Y2, . . by Yj,, Yj,, . . , we may assume that jk = k. Then 
(XielYk) + cx). 
We first consider the special case where ik + CC . Replacing xi, x2, . . . by Xii, xi2, . . . , 
we may assume that ik = k. We may therefore assume that (xklyk) 4 cc as k -+ co. Since 
x~-*~ask~~,itfollowsfrom[3,p.12O,1.+6to1.+l3]that(X~~X~)~~ asj, k+co. 
Therefore 
(Xjlyk) 2 min{(XjlXkh (XkIYk)} - 6 + ~2, 
asj,k-,co.Asxi-raandy,-,b,itnowfollowsfrom[3,p.120,1.+6to1.+13]thata=b 
contrary to assumption, concluding the case where ik -+ cc. 
We may therefore(pass to a subsequence and assume that il = i2 = . . . . Letting 
Xg:= Xi, = Xi2 = . . ) wethen have(xOlyk)+ co ask- CO. However,as k+ co,(x,Iy,)is 
bounded from above: for all k, 
~(XOIY~) = 4x0, e) + d(e, yk) - 4x0, yk) 
54x0, e) + CO, XO) + 4x0, yk)] - 4x0, yk) = 24X0, 4. 
This contradiction concludes the proof. 
TOP 33-4-L 
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For all a, b, CEX and x, y E I-, we define 
F&&c(x):= Pll(x, Y) + /&(x9 Y) + Pck Y). 
Define 6r: = ((a, b, c) E (X)3 Ja # b # c # a}. 
LEMMA 6.4. If(a, b, c) E 6r, then F& is proper on I-. 
ProoJ Let x1, x2, . . . + 03 (top); we wish to show that Faebc(Xi) -+ co as i --) 03 . Assume 
the contrary. Passing to a subsequence, we may assume that there is some L E R such that, 
for all i, we have Fzbc(Xi) < L. We wish to obtain a contradiction. 
By Proposition 6.2, we may pass to a subsequence and assume, for some d E ar, that 
xi+ d. If d ${a, 6, c}, then [3, Proposition 8.2(i), p. 1361 gives the desired conclusion. We 
therefore assume, say, that d = a, i.e., that xi -+ a. 
For all i E N, define ti: = geb(i) and ui: = g&i). Then t1 = u1 = e. Furthermore, tj + b and 
Uj + c as j -+ cc . By Proposition 6.3, there exists M E R such that, for all i, j, we have 
(xi1 tj) I M and (xiluj) I M. Then, for all i, j, 
d(xi, tj) 2 d(xi, e) + d(e, tj) - 2M, 
d(x, Uj) 2 d(xi, e) + d(e, Uj) - 2M. 
Therefore, by definition of j&,( ., geb) ([3, p. 135, 1.-S]), for all i, we have 
ljb(~i, geb) = lim SUP d(xi, tj) - d(tj, e) 2 d(xi, e) - 2M. 
j+m 
Similarly, for all i, 
Bc(xiT get) 2 d(xi, e) - 2M. 
Therefore, by [3, Lemma 8.1 p. 1351, for all i, 
@*(xi, e) 2 d(xi, e) - 2M - 406, 
fic(xi, e) 2 d(xi, e) - 2M - 406. 
On the other hand, since /?,J., e) is uniformly Lipschitz of norm one and since 
Be(e, e) = 0, it follows, for all i, that pa(xi, e) 2 - d(xi, e). Adding this and the above 
inequalities for fib and &, we obtain, for all i, 
F&(xi) 2 d(xi, e) - 4M - 806. 
Now the Cayley graph Cay(T, S) is locally finite; so, since xi+ cc (top), we conclude that 
d(xi, e)-+ co, so Faebc(xi)-, cc. However, for all i, we have Fozc(xi) < L, giving the desired 
contradiction. n 
For (a, b, c) E 6r and x E r, we define 
M V&: = inf F& 
MS,“,,:= {F;& = MV,“,,}. 
By Lemma 6.4, for all (a, b, c) E X, the function F& is proper; it follows that MS& # 0. 
For (a, b, c) E 6r, we define MSabc:= u MS,“,,. Note that MS,,, 2 MS&, so 
xsl- 
M&, # 0, for all (a, b, c) E 6r. 
LEMMA 6.5. For all (a, b, c) E Z, ) MS,b,I < co . 
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Proof: By [3, Proposition 8.2(iii), p. 1361, for all x E r, we have 
I/&(., e) + P.(e, x) - P.(., x)1 I 2006 
on r. We have similar inequalities for Pb and PC. Summing these three inequalities, we find, 
for all x E I-. that 
on r. 
I F& + F,“,,(e) - F&I s 6006 
Fix x E r. Define 
K,: = F,“,,(e), 
G,:= F& - K,, 
mx:= min G, = MI/,“,, - K X’ 
Then MS& = {G, = m,] and 
IF&- G,I I 6006 
on r. Taking minimums, we have 
1 M V,& - m,l I 6006, 
so 
MS,“,, c {G, I ML’,“,, + 6006) 
E {F& I M V& + 12006) =: S. 
Then MS,*, & S. On the other hand, by Lemma 6.4, F& is proper, so ISI < cc . 
oejnition 6.6. Let X:= {(a, b, c) E (dr)3 Ia # b # c # u}. Let 9 denote the collection 
of all nonempty finite subsets of r. We define MS : K -+ ZF by MS((a, b, c)) = M&, (see 
Lemma 6.5). 
The notation “MS” stands for “min set”. Note that MS is a r-map, where I- acts on 
9 by left translation. 
$7. HIGHER RANK SIMPLE GROUPS ACTING ON MANIFOLDS: AN APPLICATION 
Let G be an almost simple Lie group. Let M be a compact real analytic manifold 
(without boundary) with a real analytic connection and a finite measure. Assume that G acts 
real analytically on M preserving the connection and measure. 
Let A: = n,(M) denote the fundamental group of M. Let G denote the universal cover of 
G and let M denote the universal cover of M. Then G acts on Ii?. We lift the action of G on 
M to an action of C.? on M via the natural map G -+ G. Then the natural map A? + M is then 
C-equivariant. 
Since there is a G-invariant finite Bore1 measure on M, it follows that there is a G- 
invariant finite ergodic Bore1 measure v on M. (This follows from the Krein-Milman 
Theorem and the fact that, in the space of all G-invariant probability measures, the extreme 
points are exactly the ergodic G-invariant probability measures. See, for example 
[9, Theorem 6.lO(iii), p. 1521.) 
We retain the notation of 01; in particular, r is a hyperbolic group. 
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Let P(X) denote the topological space of all Bore1 probability measures on X with the 
weak-* topology. The action of I on dI induces an action of I on Y(X) given by 
(YP)(B) = P(Y_ ‘B). 
Let H be a group with a quasi-measure preserving action on (M, v). If ~1: H x A4 -+ I- is 
a cocycle, then a Bore1 function m H ,uL, .  M + %(ar) is said to be a-invariant if: for every 
g E H, for v-a.e. m E M, 
a(s, m)cc, = pLsm. 
The following is an important tool: 
LEMMA 7.1. Assume the action of H on (M, v) is ergo&c. Assume cx :H x M -+ I- is 
a cocycle which is not equivalent to a cocycle into a finite subgroup of I-. Let 
m-u,,, :M + %(ar ) be ~-invariant. Then, for v-a.e. m E M, pm is supported on one or two 
points of a-. 
Proof (Cf. [2, proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.21.) We define 6I, % and MS : 6r -+ 9 as in 
Definition 6.6. 
Assume that the conclusion fails. By ergodicity of v, it follows that p,,, is not supported 
on one or two points, for v-a.e. m E M. Then, for v-a.e. m E M, we have 
(P(, x pm x pm) (hr) > 0, so 
is a nonzero finite measure on the countable discrete Bore1 space %; let %m G % denote the 
(finite) set consisting of all those elements of % which have maximal pk-measure and define 
F,:= u F. 
FEF”, 
Then m I-+ F, : M -+ % is E-invariant. But the action of H on (M, v) is ergodic, while the 
action of I on % is smooth [lo, Definition 2.1.9, p. lo] and has finite stabilizers, so we may 
apply the Cocycle Reduction Lemma [lo, Lemma 5.2.11, p. 1081 to conclude that 
LX: H x M -+ I- is cohomologous to a cocycle taking values in a finite subgroup of I, 
a contradiction. n 
Fix a Bore1 trivialization R;‘i E M x A of the universal cover over M. Via this identifica- 
tion the G action on M induces an action of G on M x A. For some cocycle CQ, : C? x M -+ A, 
this action takes the form 
9 (m, 1.) = (sm, a,@, m)i). 
A deep and important result of M. Gromov [4, Theorem 6.1.B] implies that: for any 
noncompact closed subgroup A of G, the cocycle cr,l(A x M) is not cohomologous over 
(M, v) to a cocycle taking values in a finite subgroup of A. 
Now fix a homomorphism h: A --+ I-; it will follow from Theorem 7.3 that if R- 
rank(G) 2 2, then h cannot be injective. (In fact, the same proof shows that, in the higher 
rank case, h must have infinite kernel.) 
REMARK 7.2. Assume that the kernel of k is3nite. Let A be a noncompact closed subgroup 
of 6 The cocycle 
is not cohomologous to a cocycle taking values in a$nite subgroup of r. 
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Proof Letcr,:=a,l(A~M).Then~=h~a~:AxM-+T. 
Suppose TX were cohomologous to a cocycle taking values in a finite subgroup rl of I-. 
Then [l 1, Proposition 2.1, p. 2041 there is an a-invariant section M -+ T/T1. 
We lift the action I- on T/r 1 via h : A + r to an action of A on T/T1. It now follows that 
there is an c(~ -invariant section M + T/T1. 
Now T/T1 is countable and, with the discrete Bore1 structure, the action of A on 
T/T1 is smooth [lo, Definition 2.1.9, p. lo]. Furthermore, since h has finite kernel and r1 
is finite, the action of A on T/T1 has finite stabilizers. We may therefore apply the Cocycle 
Reduction Lemma [lo, Lemma 5.2.11, p. 1081 once more to see that ~1~ : A x M ---f A 
is cohomologous to a cocycle into a finite subgroup, contradicting Gromov’s theorem 
[4, Theorem 6.1.B]. w 
THEOKEM 7.3. Assume that R-rank(G) 2 2. Then x1(M) is not isomorphic to a subgroup of 
a hyperbolic group. 
Proof The proof of Theorem 7.3 is identical to that of [S, Theorem A, p. 5911, except 
that: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
we replace [8, Theorem 3.1, p. 5951 by Theorem 5.1; 
we replace [S, Lemma 2.6, p. 5941 by Lemma 7.1; and 
we use Remark 7.2 to replace the statement in [S, Proof of Theorem A, p. 5993 which 
reads “Then obviously (h 0 a)/ M x A is also not equivalent to a cocycle into a finite 
subgroup”. H 
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